
How to…   Take Files to Final Review

Choose Review Results

This displays a list of available SARs
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Final Review is where you can review your redacted files and where you can use drawing tools to 
add further redaction using lines and shapes.  Final review is where you will see all images as well 
as text.  This is where you can redact images and larger areas of text, even whole pages
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Click on the name of the SAR you wish to 
take to Review

This displays the SARs results list
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Identify the files you wish to take to Final Review

Tip: Nalytics automatically highlights where images are contained in your files 
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If you wish, you can Preview the file to see any images by clicking the file icon 

Tip: create a Tag for grouping any image files, adding notes where relevant
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Click Preview

This opens the Add Preview dialog.  The Preview file name defaults to the name 
of the SAR but you can change this if you wish

Tip: add relevant text to the default file name to make it easily distinguishable 
from any other files you create
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Select Produce Output and identify those files containing the images

Tip: Use the View drop-down to filter the results by selected tag(s) 
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Select the files you wish to take to Final Review by 
selecting their check boxes

This displays a row of buttons above the file list
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Click Start to begin the process of creating the Preview file which will be 
accessible via the Final Review process.  The Preview File contains redacted 
copies of your selected files, which are generated as PDF image files

As the Preview File is generated, it appears in grey text.  Once available, the text becomes 
black 
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Click the file name to open the Preview file in 
Final Review

The Final Review screen is displayed.  Now you can 
review and use the drawing tools to add any additional 
redactions
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